
Red photo
There is a idea to get rid of sexism because the photo is revealing sexism and it 
also have negative emtotions, which will make the audiences to feel bad after 
looking at this photo. This photo not only showed my vision very effectively, but 
also the pose of the subject is very despair and hopeless, showing that sexism is 
bad. In this photo, I used light blur to maximize the negative emotion in the photo, 
which is inspired by my artist, Ralph Eugene Meatyard. Also, when I use blur 
technique, I did well because I had a experience of using this technique in previous 
task, so I was able to not make mistake, and maximize the usage of blur, to show 
negative emotion. Therefore, I think this is worth it to be red photo because of the 
great pose of the subject, the image looks very negative. But, I think I should make 
the tone of the photo little bit lighter to show more about my usage of the blur 
technique. For the next set, I want to do totally different issue.
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There is a idea to eliminate sexism because the photo is revealing sexism and it also have negative 
emtotions, which will make the audiences to feel bad after looking at this photo. This photo not only 
showed my vision very effectively, but also the pose of the subject is very despair and hopeless, 
showing that sexism is bad. In this photo, I used blur to maximize the negative emotion in the photo, 
like Ralph Eugene Meatyard who is a photographer that well-represent negative emotion in the photo 
using focus and blur. Also, when I use blur technique, I did well because I had a experience of using 
this technique in previous task, so I was able to not make mistake, and maximize the usage of blur, to 
show negative emotion. Also, my inspired photographer have used it very well in his work, so I tried to 
do what he did, and as a result, my blur looks good. Therefore, I think this is worth it to be red photo 
because of the great pose of the subject, the image looks very negative. But, I think I should make 
pose look even more despair to really show the negative emotion of the photo. For the next set, I want 
to do totally different issue.

Red photo
There is a idea to get rid of sexism because the photo is revealing sexism and it also have 
negative emtotions, which will make the audiences to feel bad after looking at this photo. 
This photo not only showed my vision very effectively, but also the pose of the subject is 
very despair and hopeless, showing that sexism is bad. In this photo, I used light blur to 
maximize the negative emotion in the photo, which is inspired by my artist, Ralph Eugene 
Meatyard, also because the place was too dark so, I couldn't show the blur as much as I 
wanted to. Also, when I use blur technique, I did well because I had a experience of using 
this technique in previous task, so I was able to not make mistake, and maximize the usage 
of blur, to show negative emotion. Therefore, I think this is worth it to be red photo because 
of the great pose of the subject and dark toned place, the image looks very negative. But, I 
think I had to make the person in the right to wear darker clothes because white clothes 
does not represent negative things. For the next set, I want to do totally different issue.


